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Chapter 351 Rescue 

Da da da! 

“Be careful!” 

“Get Back!!” 

Boom! 

“Denny!” 

Da da da! 

While Lin Rui was rushing towards his dad’s location on his Hoverboard, a fierce exchange of gunfire was 

taking place in a mall next to a building in the center of downtown New York. The Hydra troops were 

forcing back Lin Rui’s mother Mary’s bodyguards. After a while, the top bodyguard team had lost several 

people. 

“Mrs. Mary Lin, please step back! We can’t stop those people!” As the security chief responsible for 

secretly protecting Mary, Steve guarded Mary and quickly retreated into the mall. 

Now, although Mary didn’t know exactly what is going on and she did not know why she was being 

attacked, or who these people suddenly rushed out to protect her are but she also instinctively 

retreated behind the bodyguards and retreated inside the mall. However, the sound of guns and 

explosions from outside kept Mary’s face white. She hadn’t experienced such a thing in her life. 

The people in this mall ran away as early as the firefight had started. Those Hydra Members who 

attacked Mary seemed to have only one target and they did not attack any other civilian or unrelated 

personnel. Because of this, Steve and others couldn’t escape with Mary. What’s more, the Hydra’s 

troops did not seem to care about their whereabouts at all and they were getting constantly bombarded 

with various powerful weapons. 

Boom! 

As several bodyguards guarded Mary and continued to withdraw into the mall, a laser beam suddenly 

shot in and exploded not far from them. The violent impact of the laser beam explosion knocked Mary 

and several bodyguards to the ground and although Steve and his men quickly scrambled to their feet, 

they were scattered. 

Da da da ~ 

Now that the attack from the outside has come in, Steve’s teammates on the outside can expect to lose. 

Shaking his head with a little buzz, Steve tried to get up and take cover. However, several figures have 

appeared in his blurred vision. 

Boom! 

One bullet hit Steve directly in the chest, sending him flying and crashing to the ground a few meters 

away. The other bodyguards and Steve had the same fate as they were all hit by bullets and collapsed. 



Although they were wearing the special body armor provided by Tony, it was not clear whether they 

would survive. 

At that moment, Mary, who had just been knocked to the ground, staggered to her feet. The things that 

happened to her made Mary confused. After experiencing the shock wave of the explosion, she was 

even more confused, and she could only see a few figures walking towards her. 

“You! … Who are you? What do you want to do?!” Bracing herself, Mary looked at the man who was 

walking toward her. 

Call! 

There is no answer to Mary’s question. The Hydra team, which has taken out Tony’s bodyguard, has 

rounded up Mary. Then one of the men raised the gun and pointed it directly at Mary’s arm. 

Bang! 

There was a shot and the discharged bullet went straight towards Mary’s arm. The order received by this 

Hydra team was to try to keep her alive but they did not say that she cannot be harmed. So, to cut 

through the hassle, they’re going to take Mary out of action. 

“Ah!” Seeing the man shoot directly at her, Mary screamed with her eyes closed. But the pain that 

should have been felt did not come the next moment. 

Buzz! 

Not only was Mary, with her eyes closed was surprised, but so was the Hydra soldier who fired the gun. 

But they could see why the bullet had missed Mary. For as the bullet flew toward Mary, a pale blue light 

suddenly shone from her, and that light stopped the bullet. 

“Defensive Force Field?!” At the sight of the pale blue light, the Captain, who had fired the gun, let out 

an unexpected cry in a low voice. 

Bang Bang Bang! 

Without any hesitation, the Captain fired three consecutive shots at Mary, but they were all blocked by 

the light blue light and the bullets fell to the ground. 

“Not a Defensive Force Field!” It was obvious that the light blue light was not the force field he knew 

and Captain’s brows were tightly wrinkled. 

Unable to feel any harm, Mary finally opened her eyes slowly. Only then did she realize that she was 

surrounded by a light blue light. In this light blue light, Mary felt at ease. However, the Hydra people still 

surround Mary and she still can’t escape. 

“Take her away!” Sure enough, after trying several weapons that couldn’t break the defense on Mary, 

the Hydra Captain quickly gave the order. 

Although Lin Rui gave a high-level Guardian Charm to his parents, it can only passively defend against all 

threats that threaten the subject, so Hydra can still control Mary and take her away. In this way, under 

the control of the Hydra soldiers, Mary was quickly taken away from the mall. 



Buzz ~ 

However, as this team of soldiers retreated quickly, a space door suddenly opened in front of them. 

Before the space door was fully opened, an ice-blue figure had rushed out of it. It was Iceman! They 

finally arrived! 

Brush! Brush! 

Iceman in the Elementalization Avatar of Ice(Enhanced physical form made of ice) appeared among the 

Hydra’s soldiers. The soldiers who had just raised their guns and were ready to aim were instantly 

frozen. The crystallized ice cubes dazzle brightly in the sun. Of course, if there wasn’t any person sealed 

inside the transparent ice, it may have become more beautiful. 

Huh! 

Instantly taking care of the Hydra’s troop, Iceman quickly changed back to his human form and then 

walked towards the stunned Mary. Standing in front of Mary, Iceman looked at her pale blue light 

curiously and he could feel the enormous energy in that light blue light. Even for Iceman, it would take 

some time to break through this layer of defense and hurt Mary. 

“Hello, Mrs. Mary Lin, I’m here to save you. You are safe.” Smiling at Mary, Robert said quietly. 

Boom! 

And as Iceman looks at the stunned Mary and says something comforting, a laser suddenly strikes from 

a very tricky Angle. Target: Iceman! At this time, Iceman has recovered to his human form. If he is hit by 

this laser attack, he will be seriously injured even if he does not die. 

Buzz! 

However, when the laser attack that no one had expected had hit Iceman’s back, a space crack appeared 

instantly against Iceman’s back. The laser attack rushed into the crack of the space and disappeared. It 

was Blink who made a move just now. 

Shout! 

After Blink helped Iceman stop the attack, Iceman turned into his Ice Crystal state again and rushed in 

the direction where the attack had come from. However, just as Iceman rushed out, countless bullets 

mixed with powerful lasers and other kinetic energy weapons rushed towards their location. 

It turned out that the troop of soldiers holding Mary were just scouts exploring the way. The attack 

coming from behind them was the main course. While not waiting for Mirage Knight, the Hydra would 

make a fortune if they could eliminate Iceman or Blink. 

Chapter 352 Serious Iceman 

Shout! 

Dang Dang Dang Dang! Rumble! 



Faced with attacks from all directions, Iceman waved his hands and had already deposited layers of ice 

around him. Blink also waved her hand and several space doors appeared in front of those powerful 

laser weapon attacks. 

Rumble! 

The next second, the area centered around the Iceman trio was consumed by numerous attacks. The 

bullet hit the ice and was blocked, but the laser weapon was able to penetrate the ice and hit the people 

inside, but it was still transferred to other places by Blink’s space door. 

Therefore, even though this round of heavy and powerful strikes looks very threatening, it can be 

blocked with the full defense of Iceman and Blink. But before the first blow was over, the second came. 

It’s not a second strike, it’s something special. 

Purr ~ 

While Iceman and Blink gave most of their attention to the first round of intensive attacks, dozens of 

small black disks rolled out of the ice from everywhere. And then they exploded before Iceman and Blink 

could react. 

Buzz! 

Apparently someone was at the controls and the dozen black disks exploded at the same time. However, 

unlike regular grenades and other weapons, the dozens of black disks burst without a spark, and instead 

sent out waves of vibration in every direction. The shockwave is similar to the shockwave weapons that 

SHIELD had seized from the destroyed Alpha Squad in New Jersey but in a different form. 

Boom! 

Kakaka! 

Under the attack of this special shock waves around the ice layer, several layers of ice under Iceman’s 

control cracked quickly and then under the impact of the uninterrupted high-power kinetic energy 

weapons, the huge ice layer was directly broken into pieces of ice. 

“Huh?” Both Iceman and Blink sensed something was wrong after those shock attacks were delivered 

into the ice. The ice then broke up, much to Iceman’s and Blink’s surprise. The last time Mirage Knight 

was rescued, Iceman and Blink made a move, but they did not go to the Hydra base and were not aware 

of this special weapon. 

Call! 

“Blink, take Mrs. Lin away first! Let me deal with these guys!” Under the influence of the shock wave 

attacks on himself, Iceman instantly condensed several ice walls in front of them and then shouted to 

Blink behind him. 

“Be careful!” Seemingly understanding what Iceman was going to do, Blink nodded and took Mary’s 

hand. 

Brush! 



The next second, a space door was opened behind Iceman, and Blink pulled Mary without any hesitation 

and rushed in. Then, the space door closed and it seemed that Iceman is not going to enter it. 

Dang Dang! 

Card ~ Kaka! 

The shock wave exploded by the black disk on the ground continues to impact Iceman, and the 

condensed ice wall is also rapidly cracking and breaking up. As the shock wave continues to grow longer 

and longer, the space in this area seems to be getting completely shattered. Iceman can only keep 

condensing the ice layer to resist the outside attacks but it seems that he can’t resist these attacks for 

long. 

“It seems that Hydra had come prepared for everything this time, but can they afford the 

consequences?” Blink has safely left with Mary and Iceman is surrounded by countless attacks but he is 

not nervous at all. 

Buzz ~ 

After whispering to himself, Iceman raised his hands against the ice wall in front of him. Then, the Icy- 

Blue light in Robert’s eyes instantly burst out, “I haven’t released my power like this in a long time, but 

since Professor Charles has lifted our ban, then I will show you the real power of the X-Men!” 

Shout! 

With a low sip, Robert’s hands suddenly spread out to the sides as if he were embracing something. As 

Robert’s hand left the ice wall in front of him, the shock wave of continuous bombardment directly 

shattered the ice. The attack from the outside immediately passed through the broken ice wall and then 

shot at Robert who had closed his eyes inside. 

Boom! 

But just as the attacks that penetrated the ice walls were about to turn Robert into a hornet’s nest, an 

extremely pure ice blue light suddenly rushed out of Iceman’s open hand. 

Shout! 

At first, the Icy Blue glow appeared to be slow, radiating around Iceman’s body. However, this is all 

visual error, in fact, the Icy- Blue light had spread faster than those bullets and it has caught up with the 

speed of the laser attacks. 

So, the first thing that touched the Icy- Blue light was the dazzling laser beam. The first reaction of the 

aggregated high-energy particle beam when it hit the Icy- Blue light in front was bursting, using its own 

highly concentrated energy to penetrate everything that stands in front of it. However, the laser beam, 

which has enough power to penetrate through a steel plate, lost its power when facing the Icy Blue 

light. 

Buzz! 

It was as if time had stopped. The laser beam that had touched the Icy Blue light stopped and the beam 

that should have burst was frozen silently in front of Iceman. The static laser beam finally revealed its 



original appearance and turned into a white ray of light, and there appeared to be a black dot in the 

center of it. 

Buzz! 

As the Icy- Blue glow spread out and more and more laser beams were brought to a standstill. From the 

outside, Iceman’s body seemed to be surrounded by an expanding circle of Icy- Blue light. As the Icy Blue 

light expands, more and more light spots appear around Iceman’s body. It’s like a world where time 

stands still, and everything that comes into it stands still. 

Howl! 

Even the laser beams became stationary and the same thing happened to the bullets, all of which had 

different shapes, different powers, and different effects, but they became stationary after hurtling into 

the expanding Icy- Blue light, neither going forward nor falling toward the ground. 

Buzz! 

In the space of a few seconds, the Icy- Blue light that had spread from Iceman had enveloped an area of 

??dozens of meters. And in this region of ice blue light, time and space seem to be at a standstill, there 

is an absolute cold and quiet. 

After all the area became stationary, the unstopped attack finally disappeared and it seems that the 

source of the attack has also become stationary. 

Call! 

After the Icy-Blue light stopped spreading, Iceman in the center of the light slowly opened his eyes. 

Although this thing was completed in an instant but it seemed like a long time to Iceman. The ever-

lighthearted Iceman also showed signs of fatigue. It seems that this attack is also very expensive for 

Iceman. 

Opening his eyes, Iceman glanced at the attack that was still around him and the corner of his mouth 

raised slightly, he then disappeared in place. When Iceman appeared again, he had reached the edge of 

the Icy Blue light, where there were two members of Hydra who were still. 

“You are not dead yet, it seems that you are quite strong,” Iceman said lightly. 

The next second, Iceman has stepped out of the range covered by the Icy Blue light. 

Shout! 

When Iceman left the Icy- Blue range, his face turned white again, but he still stood still. Then, Iceman 

raised his right hand with his back to the area behind him. 

Snap! 

With a snap of his fingers, the area covered by the Icy Blue glow appears to be playing back, as the 

expanding Icy Blue glow rapidly shrinks back. This time, however, the contraction was accompanied by 

the contents it had enclosed. A few seconds later, the Icy Blue light vanished, along with the one it had 

just enveloped, leaving a blank, slightly icy air in the area. 



Without looking back at the resolved Hydra behind him, Iceman raised his head and looked up. 

Chapter 353 Fight On The Bridge 

When Iceman raised his head and looked up, he saw five crimson and silver Iron Man Armor hovering 

there quietly. It seems that these five Iron Man have just arrived. However, they were still a little late as 

Iceman has taken care of the trouble here. 

“Mrs. Lin is safe, where is Mirage Knight now?” Slowly, Iceman asked the Iron Man in front of him. 

Regardless of whether there is anyone inside these Iron Man, Iceman had no plans to ask and he doesn’t 

care about that. 

“Mirage Knight has rushed towards Mr. Lin’s side, it seems that the threat there is bigger.” Facing 

Iceman’s inquiry, JARVIS’s voice came out of the Iron Man Armor. 

Nodding his head, Iceman heard something getting opened behind him. Then a space door appeared 

and Blink came out of it. Shadowcat also came out with Blink and seeing Iceman’s pale face, Shadowcat 

looked worried. As powerful as Iceman is, his power comes at a price. 

“Let’s leave the rest of this up to the SHIELD people. We’re going to support Mirage Knight.” Giving an 

assuring look to Shadowcat, Iceman continued to speak to Iron Man. 

Call! 

Then, without waiting for the Iron Man Armor to respond, Iceman, Blink, and Shadowcat walked into the 

space door again and disappeared. 

Buzz ~ 

After Iceman and the other two left, the five Iron Man heads remotely controlled by J.A.R.V.I.S fired 

several scanning beams and scanned this battle area several times. Finally, the five Iron Man raised their 

hands and fired some shock wave attacks at several locations on the edge of the battlefield. 

Brush Brush Brush Brush! 

After doing all this, four Iron Man rushed towards the other direction in New York City. One Iron Man 

was left flying into the mall as there are some seriously injured bodyguards to be treated. Moreover, the 

SHIELD people are about to arrive and J.A.R.V.I.S needs to explain to them what happened here. 

When Iceman and Blink arrived here to save Lin Rui’s mother Mary, Spiderman and Jack, who were still 

on the way, changed their directions and moved towards the position of Lin Rui’s father Lin Hai. As for 

Captain Rogers and others from SHIELD, they were rushing towards that location from the beginning. 

… 

Boom! 

Rumble! 

It was lunchtime when a flash of fire burst from New York’s famous Golden Gate Bridge, followed by a 

series of explosions. The bridge that was supposed to be filled with vehicles was only left with a few 

dozen cars and the people inside were already gone. It seems that there is a fierce exchange of gunfire 



on this famous Golden Gate Bridge and no one knows whether this is a terrorist attack or something 

else. The original vehicles have already fled the bridge, leaving only those vehicles that were stopped 

behind them. 

In the center of the Golden Gate Bridge, several parked cars have been mangled by flames and 

explosions. However, there are several people hiding between the cars. One of them is Lin Rui’s father, 

Lin Hai, and the rest are bodyguards arranged by Tony. 

Outside, a lot of Hydra’s soldiers are fully armed and attacking towards them, with a few specially 

equipped men who, if Lin Rui were here at this time, would have identified as the Hydra’s Alpha Squad. 

In order to deal with Lin Rui’s parents, Hydra did not hesitate to send out the powerful Alpha team. 

However, even with a strong team like Alpha Squad, Hydra still could not break their defense and get Lin 

Rui’s father because there were five Iron Man Armors against them. Because Tony’s place was near the 

Golden Gate Bridge, they arrived quickly. 

Shout! 

Just as Lin Hai was nervously hiding behind the abandoned car, a single missile suddenly shot from the 

outside towards them. 

Boom! 

However, the missile had not gone far before it was shot through the air. Although the Special Force 

Field weapons in the Alpha team’s hand would have had a greater interference towards the Iron Man 

Armor but the upgraded Iron Man Armor is fully capable of dealing with the Alpha team’s weapons. It is 

impossible for the Alpha team to hurt Lin Hai under Iron Man’s protection. 

However, since this is Hydra’s first counterattack after being suppressed for so long, they have come 

prepared for every situation they can imagine. In fact, although Hydra launched an attack on Lin Rui’s 

parents at the same time, their main target was Lin Hai’s side. Although Mary has a lot of powerful 

methods upon her like Lin Rui’s Guardian Charm and the bodyguards but she is a much easier target 

compared to Lin Hai. 

So, after the Iron Man who arrived and stopped the Alpha team’s attack, Hydra’s follow-up methods 

finally showed up. They didn’t just have these teams who only listened to orders. 

Buzz! 

Flying through the air at high speed, the two Iron Men Armor who were shooting at the Hydra attackers 

suddenly seemed to be out of control and wandered in the air. 

Dī Dī! 

In the immediate aftermath of the two Iron Men’s accident, JARVIS had detected the cause of their 

malfunction: He lost control of them. After a quick analysis of Iron Man’s anomalies, JARVIS got a result: 

The Scarlet Witch appeared! 

Kakaka! 



This time, the Scarlet Witch’s power is much stronger than the last time she captured Lin Rui. These two 

Iron Man have been upgraded and they still have almost no resistance under Scarlet Witch’s control. 

Boom! 

A few seconds later, the two complete Iron Man were torn apart by an invisible hand in the air like a 

larger toy. 

Bang Bang! 

The two broken Iron Man burst open and shattered into dozens of small parts that scattered in the air 

but just out of Scarlet Witch’s control, those flying parts all started their respective propellers in an 

orderly manner in the air and quickly assembled in the air into a completed Iron Man! 

It turned out that J.A.R.V.I.S has calculated the intensity of Scarlet Witch’s control and actively 

dismantled the Iron Man Armor. Although the Scarlet Witch has strong power, it is impossible to 

simultaneously track and attack the Iron Man Armor which has divided into dozens of parts. So, 

although the Iron Man Armor got scattered, it doesn’t matter in the end. 

Shout! 

Boom! 

However, the Iron Man Armor that had just been reunited together was blasted again. It’s Quicksilver, 

his speed is not something that an Iron Man Armor can avoid. Moreover, the Iron Man Armor was hit 

this time and it did not fly back again because Quicksilver took away the Miniature Arc Reactor inside of 

it while blasting the Iron Man Armor. Without the tiny Arc Reactor, the assembled Iron Man Armor has 

little power. 

Buzz! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

In this way, under the cooperation of Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver, the five Iron Man Armor which has 

been guarding Lin Hai and several other Bodyguards have almost lost their combat power. However, no 

other support has arrived at this time. 

Boom! 

Hula! 

In less than ten seconds, the last Iron Man Armor was dismantled into scrap metal and the parts that 

lost their kinetic energy were scattered around the ground. Most of them fell into the ocean below. 

Tony and Lin Rui would need to worry about it later as the price of these five Iron Man Armor is not 

cheap. 

After taking care of the five Iron Man Armor, Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver did not act again. This time 

Hydra sent out Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver mainly to deal with Mirage Knight and the forces behind 

him, but this pair of siblings are not like other Mutants which are under Hydra’s control, they have their 

own free will. Although they needed to listen to Hydra’s orders at this time, they can still choose not to 



do certain things, such as killing Lin Hai who has no resistance. Therefore, their mission this time is only 

to stop Tony’s Iron Man Armors. 

However, even if Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver didn’t do anything, Lin Hai and others without Iron Man’s 

protection would have no way to face the Alpha team and other Hydra Soldiers. 

Shout! 

Da da da! 

After the Iron Man Armors were taken out of the fight, the Alpha team and the remaining soldiers have 

picked up their weapons and fired them towards Lin Hai and others who have no other defense. 

Buzz! 

Just as the attacks were already in front of the Lin Hai and the bodyguards and were about to blow them 

out the next second, a strange wave occurred in front of the Lin Hai and the other men. Then a golden 

light flashed out of thin air, and the attacks were stopped from two meters away from Lin Hai. 

Rumble! 

Buzz! 

Under those fierce attack explosions, a golden curtain of light protects Lin Hai and the bodyguards. On 

this golden curtain, there are many mysterious runes in circulation. The Sorcerers of New York Sanctum 

has finally arrived! 

Chapter 354 Fight On The Bridge 2 

Pū! Pū! Pū! 

Today, New York is doomed to not remain calm. From a few minutes ago, the air in New York suddenly 

became lively, with Iron Man and aircrafts flying fast through the air. New Yorkers who had noticed all 

this were asking questions but there was no one to explain. 

Riding his hoverboard, Lin Rui is on his way to the Golden Gate Bridge. JARVIS has just informed Lin Rui 

that his mother, Mary, is safe. However, the situation of Lin Rui’s father, Lin Hai, is still unclear, so Lin 

Rui has not been reassured. 

Brush! 

The Hoverboard produced by Oscorp Industries is about to be overdrawn by Lin Rui, but at this time, Lin 

Rui doesn’t care about that. After living in this world for so many years, Lin Rui has completely 

integrated into this world. Lin Rui loves his parents Lin Hai and Mary and he will not allow Hydra or 

anyone else to cause them any harm. 

Rumble! 

The hoverboard at his feet has constantly broken through its designated limit and some of the internal 

lines have begun to burn down, it can only last up to ten seconds. However, at this time, Lin Rui could 

already see the famous Golden Gate Bridge in front of him and he could also feel the violent explosion 

on the bridge. 



Boom! 

Finally, as Lin Rui galloped across the Golden Gate, the Hoverboard under his feet finally got 

overwhelmed. Lin Rui didn’t panic about the burst of the hoverboard as he had already taken a step at 

the moment of the explosion. His internal energy spewed out and he directly stepped down from the 

damaged hoverboard into the ground below. Lin Rui himself made a light run at his full strength, 

heading for the Golden Gate Bridge about a thousand meters ahead. 

Pū! 

After one volley, a white airflow appeared on Lin Rui’s foot and figure moved at an instantaneous speed 

exceeding the speed of sound that caused a sonic boom. At the next moment, Lin Rui’s figure has turned 

into a residual image as he rushed straight towards the Golden Gate Bridge at a speed much faster than 

the Hoverboard. 

… 

Brush! 

David’s complexion was not so good when he slashed a soldier who rushed in front of him. Although the 

sorcerers are very powerful and their spells are enough to kill a large number of soldiers but the 

sorcerers are not meant to be involved in such an entangling of earth’s native forces. Rick and David are 

now giving Mirage Knight a face in protecting Lin Hai. It is already very rare for them to make a move in 

these situations. If they are to kill these soldiers then the situation would become very bad for them as 

they don’t know what the relationship between Ancient One and Mirage Knight is. 

Therefore, in such a situation, although Rick and David came to support in a timely manner, they were 

only passively defending by the virtue of their strength. Fortunately, the sorcerers of the earth are not 

simple magicians that could only release spells from a distance and each of them is not weak in their 

individual melee abilities, otherwise, there would not be so many spells created for melee combat. In 

the battle with the soldiers and the Alpha team, although Rick and David were pressured, they were still 

able to persist. 

“Rick! Why haven’t we taken the guys with us already?! Do you want us to be exposed to the world?!” 

While releasing a few shields at once to block the shock wave attack of the Alpha team, David shouted 

behind him with an ugly face. 

After arriving here, Rick and David had no intention of dying in this terrorist attack, they just wanted to 

save people. However, David has stopped the attacker for so long, and he hadn’t allowed Rick to retreat 

with Lin Rui’s father, which seems very wrong. 

“Someone is interfering with this space surrounding us, we cannot open the space door!” Rick, who was 

in front of Lin Hai and the other bodyguards was also less than happy to face the challenge of trying to 

fend off the Alpha team attacking David. 

When David stopped the Hydra team, Rick was ready to take Lin Hai and others through the magic space 

door for the first time. However, what shocked Rick was that there seemed to be something wrong with 

this space, and the magic space door never opened! 

Buzz! 



“Get out of here!” Without paying attention to Rick’s answer behind him, David, who had been forced to 

a certain point by this time, quickly formed a seal with both hands and bellowed. 

Boom! 

As David shouted, a dazzling golden light rushed out with his hands as the center, forming a semi-circle, 

and the Hydra team in front of him were swept away. 

Kakaka! 

Bang Bang Bang! 

David’s large-scale magic attack instantly swept across the fan-shaped area of ??tens of meters in front 

of him. The Hydra soldiers swept by the golden light all flew backward as if they were hit by a truck. All 

kinds of weapons burst in an instant. Even the weapons in the hands of the Alpha team that are far 

superior to modern technology have been cracked and they seem to be unusable. 

Pū! However, In the next moment, David issued this large-scale magic attack, a bullet shot from an 

unknown direction and hit David’s left shoulder. 

Pū Pū Pū! 

“Ahh!” David’s complexion turned white as he continued to lay a few magic shields around him to 

defend against the subsequent bullets that were fired at him. If David hadn’t noticed the last moment 

when the bullet was fired, it would have been his heart and nit his left shoulder that would have been 

shot through. 

“David!” Rick shouted nervously when he saw David getting injured and he tried to open the magic 

space door behind him. 

Brush! 

Then a cord of golden light was tied to David’s body. The next second, the injured David had been pulled 

back to his side by Rick. 

“Are you all right?” Rick asked while glancing at the pale David. 

“I won’t die! But this area has been sealed by these people and they have restricted us from leaving!” 

Leaning on Dick’s body, David said with a serious face. 

“Who are the enemies of Mirage Knight?! ” Facing the current situation, David and Rick are feeling a 

little lost. 

When Lin Rui asked Rick for help, he only said that a person who was important to him was in danger. 

He hoped Rick and David would rescue him. However, Rick and David did not know who Mirage Knight’s 

enemy is. Judging from the current situation, these attackers are not simply terrorists. 

… 

Call! 



“Pietro! Where did those two guys come from?” Scarlet Witch asked Quicksilver, lowering her hand 

from the front of her. 

Hydra’s strike against Mirage Knight has become somewhat unexpected now. Dispatching Scarlet Witch 

and Quicksilver, who are very powerful is already overkill but they also have the support of the Alpha 

Team. But David had just blocked Scarlet Witch and the soldiers which shouldn’t have been possible. 

“It wasn’t just the two men who are supporting over there. Didn’t you notice the shot that almost killed 

the man?” Instead of answering the Scarlet Witch, Quicksilver looked sternly in a certain direction. 

Following Quicksilver’s eyes, Scarlet Witch’s eyes also shifted, and over there, a team of five was walking 

towards the battlefield step by step. 

“Those people are …” 

“New Winter Soldier! I heard that they are perfect super soldier comparable to Captain America!” 

Chapter 355 Fight On The Bridge 3 

“A Perfect Super Soldier comparable to Captain America?!” Scarlet Witch sighed in disbelief when he 

heard Quicksilver’s words. 

Although Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver are both affiliated with Hydra but unlike other people who are 

completely loyal to Hydra, Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver have always been looking for ways to live their 

lives without and far away from Hydra. However, for some unknown reasons, Scarlet Witch and 

Quicksilver still have to listen to the orders of some people inside Hydra, such as Red Skull. 

Because of this, Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver don’t know much about the other important things in 

Hydra and they just accept the mission given to them and complete it. Quicksilver knew that the five 

fully armed soldiers who entered the battlefield were a new type of Winter Soldier and it was only after 

they captured Mirage Knight last time that he deliberately quietly inquired about it. These five new 

Winter Soldiers are the five successful experiments that remained alive after countless experiments, and 

it is believed that their strength is comparable to Captain America. 

“Yes, although these five new Winter Soldiers have not yet fought against Captain America but Hydra 

has been internally testing them, their overall strength is nearly double that of the older generation.” 

Watching the five men in battle suits and masks walking toward the center, Pietro explains in a deep 

voice to Scarlet Witch. 

“Twice as strong as the previous generation?” Scarlet Witch continued to be surprised when she heard 

Quicksilver’s words. 

As the first generation of Hydra’s Winter Soldier, Bucky’s strength is not much worse than that of 

Captain America Steve Rogers. Perhaps it can be said that they almost have the same strength. Although 

it may be because Bucky has some protagonist aura but it is enough to paint the picture about the 

strength of the Second Generation Winter Soldier. 

“The bullet that almost killed that man just now should be shot from one of them.” Nodding gently, 

Quicksilver said solemnly. 



“So, Pietro, what are we going to do next? Things are going away from the plan.” Scarlet Witch frowned 

and asked as she saw the five new Winter Soldiers approaching Rick ahead. 

“Our mission is just to help intercept the Iron Man. What happens later has nothing to do with us.” After 

thinking about it, Quicksilver finally decided. 

By saying this, Quicksilver is well aware that they will not be able to complete this Mission with just five 

new Winter soldiers. Not long after the five new Winter soldiers had shown up, Quicksilver had felt 

someone rushing towards the bridge. 

… 

Card! 

The five new Winter Soldiers are equipped with Hydra’s latest high-grade single-person weapons. 

Compared with the Alpha team that is just armed with completely high-tech weapons, the new Winter 

Soldier’s individual strength is also super strong. So, they walked through the troop of soldiers who were 

all on the ground due to a single attack from David and the five new Winter Soldiers have taken out their 

respective weapons and aimed at the target in front of them. 

Bang! 

In the next second, three Winter Soldiers opened fire, and the other two Winter Soldiers rushed out 

directly. 

Dang Dang Dang Dang! 

Rick looked paled as he raised a magic shield with one hand to block the coming attacks. 

“Take care of him!” Facing the two Winter Soldiers coming towards him, Rick gave the injured David to 

the people behind him and he rushed in front. 

Brush! 

However, just as Rick got up and went out to fight Hydra’s Winter Soldier, a figure suddenly fell from 

midair. Because the figure’s speed was too fast, the sound of air barrier-breaking came only after the 

figure fell to the ground. 

“Mirage Knight!” Rick shouted in surprise as he looked at the familiar figure in front of him. 

The person who fell from the air was not anyone else, it was Lin Rui who rushed all the way and finally 

arrived. Because he didn’t have the Hoverboard in the last section of his journey, Lin Rui used his 

Internal energy to rush here and after he landed, Lin Rui’s body was still surging with visible lilac internal 

energy. With Mirage Knight’s current presence, he looked like a volcano that may erupt at any time. 

“Rick, thank you, you can leave the rest to me now.” Lin Rui glanced at the injured David and his 

unharmed father Lin Hai in the back and said in a low voice. 

“Okay!” Rick retreated to David’s side. Since Mirage Knight said so, Rick would choose to believe him, 

and David’s current situation also needs his attention. 

Shout! 



After Mirage Knight appeared, the Winter Soldiers who had rushed towards this side, stopped. As the 

perfect Super-Soldiers of Hydra, they can judge the situation they face now. And right now, the person 

in front of them is giving them a very dangerous feeling. 

Boom! 

However, this quiet atmosphere did not last long, and with a single gunshot, all five Winter Soldiers 

rushed towards Lin Rui. As they dashed forward, the Winter Soldiers open fired their long-range 

weapons at Mirage Knight. 

! 

Blocking the bullet with his Thunder Blade, Mirage Knight’s figure disappeared from his standing 

position in the next second, and when he appeared again, he had entered the small area surrounded by 

the Five Winter Soldier directly. He had fought against these types of Winter Soldier in the form of Tom 

in Hydra Base, who is also a new type of Winter Soldier and Mirage Knight knew that although these 

Winter Soldiers are strong, they are not his opponents at all. Of course, Mirage Knight had made sure 

that there was no Tom among the five before he made his move. 

Pū Pū Pū! 

However, just as Mirage Knight was about to deal with them in one fell swoop, the speed of the five 

Winter Soldiers suddenly increases to keep up with his reaction. As a result, Mirage Knighti’s Thunder 

Blade was blocked entirely. And, not expecting these Hydra Soldiers to be able to respond to his speed, 

Mirage Knight was attacked several times but these attacks were stopped by the Phantom Suit. 

Call! 

“Increased Reflexes and strength? At Least they are worthy of being the new Winter Soldiers!” Mirage 

Knight felt a little surprised when he felt the intensity of the attacks he had just received in the moment 

of the fight. It seems that the last time he met Tom, he should still be in a stage where he has not 

completely unlocked his strength. 

“However, if this is it then it is not enough!” Even though the strength of the new Winter Soldier has 

increased, Lin Rui is not afraid of them. 

Boom! 

Standing on the spot, Lin Rui burst out with a strong aura. At this moment, Lin Rui released all of his 

strength for the first time without any reservation. The violent Internal Energy burned on Lin Rui’s body 

surface and the Thunder Blade in his hand exuded a faint purple light. 

Buzz! 

The Thunder Blade seems to feel the anger of his Master and the blade’s body unconsciously shook and 

the faint purple light turned into a more dazzling purple light. 

“Go to Hell!” Raising his Thunder Bade, Lin Rui roared and instantly slammed it out. 

Brush! 



… 

Howls whew!! 

Fifteen Iron Men Armors were closing in fast as Lin Rui rushed to the Golden Gate Bridge to battle with 

five new Hydra Winter soldiers. The five Iron Men Armor previously solved by Scarlet Witch and 

Quicksilver were stationed nearby, and these 15 Iron Men Armor were the ones Tony had personally led 

to support. 

“Sir, there is a spatial fluctuation in the target area.” Just as Tony was heading for the Golden Gate 

Bridge with an entire brigade of Iron Man, JARVIS’s voice suddenly sounded in the Iron Man Armor. 

“Quickly analyze it and find out how to get in!” Tony has no time to figure out what caused this 

particular spatial fluctuation as he can only say so now. 

“Yes, sir.” 
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Boom! 

Kicking an upgraded version of Winter Soldier, Lin Rui’s complexion grew darker. Although most of his 

face was covered by a mask, Lin Rui also put on a hood this time so as not to be exposed in front of his 

father Lin Hai and only his eyes flashed with cold light from time to time. 

As Lin Rui had originally thought, even if the new Winter Soldiers have been strengthened by a lot, they 

would not be his opponent and Lin Rui is right. The new Winter Soldiers were much stronger than Bucky, 

but they were still much weaker than Lin Rui. But since Hydra calls them the Perfect Super Soldiers, they 

are naturally confident in their ability. 

These new Winter Soldiers do not seem to move mechanically when they are under control. They have a 

full mind and are Super Soldiers whose combat consciousness is far from that of Captain Rogers. The five 

new Winter Soldier attacked Lin Rui at the same time and Lin Rui has yet to solve any of them. 

It’s not that Lin Rui’s Thunder Blade is not sharp enough or the Internal Energy on the blade is not strong 

enough, but these five new Winter Soldiers are equipped with special equipment that can prevent his 

Thunder Blade attacks. And their physical qualities are also super strong, Lin Rui can only rely on his 

speed to gain an advantage in close combat. 

Boom! 

“The last time I saw Tom, he wasn’t so strong? Is this the full strength of the new Winter Soldier?” 

Swiping away a Winter Soldier’s foot in his chest, Lin Rui thought to himself as he brandished his 

Thunder Blade to stop a bullet from his back. 

“The special equipment on them should not have been able to stop the Thunder Blade but I don’t know 

if Hydra has any backup plans this time. This uneasy feeling in my heart is not going away. Things are not 

as simple as they seem and today’s matter won’t be easy to solve! Maybe, Hydra attacking my parents is 

just a guise. What on earth are they trying to do?” While fighting against the five powerful upgraded 

Winter Soldiers, Lin Rui divided some of his attention and thought about countermeasures. 



Lin Rui now knows that the space in this area is blocked off, otherwise, Rick and David would have left 

with his dad long ago. However, for the time being, it seems that only the space of the surrounding area 

is affected by something unknown, and they cannot use abilities such as the space door but any other 

things have not changed. If Hydra really has the ability to influence and stop sorcerers or Lin Rui’s 

internal energy, then they are really in trouble this time. 

Buzz! 

Zi Zi Zi! 

Just as Lin Rui was fighting the five new Winter Soldiers while thinking of countermeasures, a sudden 

space fluctuation suddenly came from a location in the center of the Golden Gate Bridge affected by the 

blockade, along with the constantly gathered electrical energy. This should have been impossible, but it 

really happened. 

Soon, the area was covered by a large electrical cloud, as if it had naturally generated an electric ball, 

but it was clearly not naturally generated. Because it is the violent fluctuations of space emanating from 

the very center that attracts the electrical light. 

“What’s that?!” Scarlet Witch was the first to notice this strange situation, and she felt a very powerful 

energy coming from something inside of the electric light, far greater than she could have imagined. 

Quicksilver also felt the powerful energy contained in the strange thing that suddenly appeared, so after 

thinking a little, Quicksilver decided to go over and take a look. 

“You be careful here, I’ll check it out!” Quicksilver who had fixed his attention to the strange thing said 

and disappeared in a rush of speed. 

Brush! 

Quicksilver, powered by his own abilities, is like a being in a world where time has slowed down and he 

quickly moved towards the place of the electric ball in a world that outsiders cannot even understand. 

Even with the speed of the lightning, the curved path of the arc is barely visible at Quicksilver’s speed. 

In order to see exactly what is inside the Electric Ball, Quicksilver pushed his ability to the limit and he 

finally saw the situation in the Electric Ball. 

“This is?” Quicksilver was surprised to see what was in the center of the Electric Ball. However, it was 

only a surprise, and after figuring out what the situation was, Quicksilver returned to Scarlet Witch. 

Brush! 

“There is an artificially created space door inside that thing. Looking at like, Hydra seemed to have 

pulled out everything today.” Quicksilver said directly when he appeared next to Scarlet Witch. 

For Scarlet Witch, Quicksilver just left for a second. But Scarlet Witch is obviously used to this situation 

and showed no surprise. However, a man-made space door which is obviously made by Hydra appeared 

in the battlefield, so what exactly does Hydra want to do? 

Zi Zi Zi! 



Boom! 

Just as Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch were thinking about what Hydra was doing here by artificially 

creating a space gate, the ball of light that envelops the space gate suddenly burst open, sending 

countless blue and white arcs of lightning towards the sky before disappearing. Then, a stable Space 

Door appeared in the original position of the electric light ball. After absorbing enough power, an 

artificially created stable Space Gate appears in the middle of the Golden Gate Bridge, an area where 

space-like capabilities are blocked. 

Kakaka! 

After the Space Gate appeared, there was a sound of mechanical activity from inside. Then, humanoid 

robots that Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch had not seen before in Hydra rushed out of the Space Door. 

Almost two hundred humanoid robots rushed out, followed by nearly one hundred animal-shaped 

robots. These robots are all made of high-strength alloy, equipped with some of the weapons that Hydra 

has never shown before. After creating a stable Space Gate, Hydra even sent out hundreds of robot 

troops to this battlefield. 

“In order to deal with a single Mirage Knight, Hydra has come up with so many things that even we have 

not seen before! Is Mirage Knight really so important?!” Looking at the apparently difficult to defeat 

robots, Scarlet Witch had some difficulty understanding the current situation. 

Mirage Knight can’t even deal with the five new Winter Soldiers for now. Does Hydra still need to use 

these robots? 

“Perhaps this is just a special probe by Hydra. I sneaked into Matthew’s office the day before yesterday 

when he wasn’t looking and saw something. It was about that Hydra guy.” Unlike Scarlet Witch, who 

knows nothing, Quicksilver, the older brother, clearly knows more. 

“That Hydra Guy? Are you saying that… Red Skull? Did he show up?” Although Quicksilver didn’t say it 

clearly, Scarlet Witch quickly figured out who Quicksilver was talking about. 

“Yes, he appeared. Moreover, it seems that he is in charge of the Hydra. So the purpose of this 

operation against Mirage Knight is worth thinking about. Is it really necessary to consume so many 

hidden resources to deal with a single Mirage Knight?” As he spoke, Quicksilver’s brow tightened. 

“It certainly is not worth it! So, what does Red Skull planning to do? Pietro, what should we do?” Scarlet 

Witch also sensed at this time that the Hydra seemed to be up to something, so she called Quicksilver’s 

name. 

“There is no other way, we are still under Hydra’s control, we can only follow the orders and complete 

our mission. Fortunately, we only need to deal with Iron Man, and now it seems that we do not need to 

attack.” On hearing his sister’s words, Quicksilver replied helplessly. 

However, as soon as Quicksilver finished speaking, he suddenly looked up in one direction. Then, the 

bad feeling in his heart intensified. 
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Brush brush! 



In the direction where Quicksilver was looking at, a dozen black dots were quickly rushing towards this 

side. Looking at the white airflow dragging behind those dots, it was obvious how fast they were flying. 

Needless to say, this is the arrival of Tony’s Iron Man Brigade. 

And just now Quicksilver had said that they only need to deal with Iron Man, and they do not need to 

attack others. But now, there are fifteen Iron Man coming at once, and there should be more Iron Man 

coming later. Even though Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch’s powers are already top-notch in Mutants, 

they won’t be able to stop the coming Iron Man Army. 

“Pietro?” Scarlet Witch also saw the little black dots approaching and shouted at Quicksilver with some 

worry. 

Call! 

“It seems that we can only attack, I hope nothing will happen! Wanda, when you fight, pay more 

attention to my position.” Although Pietro doesn’t want to fight with so many Iron Man troops but there 

is no other way. 

“I Know!” It’s not the first time Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver have teamed up as siblings. 

While Quicksilver’s speed does surpass anyone on the planet with special abilities, it takes some 

medium, a drop point, to get his speed going. But there’s only so much room on the Golden Gate Bridge, 

and when it comes to fighting, the battlefield will continue to shrink and Pietro’s abilities will be severely 

limited and the help of the Scarlet Witch will be needed. 

Scarlet Witch is a Level 5 Mutant like Iceman, her abilities are far more than those she had shown 

before. If Scarlet Witch completely used her full powers, it would be possible for her to destroy New 

York City in an instant. By asking the Scarlet Witch to pay attention to his location, Quicksilver lets the 

Scarlet Witch mentally create its own drop points to compensate for Quicksilver’s weakness in the 

environment. 

Brush! 

The next moment, Quicksilver had disappeared into place with his arm around the Scarlet Witch. 

… 

Howls whew!! 

“Sir, we are about to enter the space anomaly.” JARVIS’s voice reminds Tony as he drives Iron Man 

Armor towards the Golden Gate Bridge. 

“Haven’t you figured it out yet?” Tony asked, frowning without slowing down. 

“No, the signal transmission in that area is blocked but it does not affect the Iron Man Armor’s systems 

itself,” JARVIS replied lightly. 

“Then don’t worry about it!” Since it doesn’t affect the Iron Man Armor, Tony will have no worries. 

Brush! 

The next second, Tony and the fifteen Iron Man Armors rushed into the abnormal area of space. 



… 

Buzz ~ 

When Tony rushed towards the Golden Gate Bridge with fifteen Iron Man Armor, a Space Gate suddenly 

appeared on the shore about 500 meters away from the Golden Gate Bridge. Then, Blink, Iceman, and 

Shadowcat came out from inside the Space Gate. After glancing at their nearby situation, Iceman knew 

at a glance that the fight was happening on the Golden Gate Bridge. 

“Blink, why didn’t you send us there directly?” Although the three of them were close to the Golden 

Gate Bridge, Blink was fully capable of sending them directly to the Golden Gate Bridge, so Iceman 

turned back and asked Blink. 

When Iceman looked at Blink, Blink already had a serious expression on her face, it seems that Blink had 

wanted to appear at the site of fighting and not here. 

“What’s wrong, Blink?” Shadowcat asked quickly after seeing Blink’s expression. 

“My original destination was there, but the space in that area was affected by something and the space 

gate could not connect to it. That’s why I opened the space door here, which is the closest position that 

is not affected by the area.” Frowning, Blink quickly explained. Blink doesn’t have as much high-tech as 

J.A.R.V.I.S to detect the changes in the space ahead, but her own mutants give her a strong sense of 

space. 

“Is the space affected? Probably Hydra did it. But now is not the time to think about this. Blink, you 

should pay attention to the situation on the outside. Kitty and I will support Mirage Knight! If something 

happens, contact Professor Charles.” Although he knew that this situation is very weird, Iceman also 

knows that the situation on Mirage Knight’s side must be worse now, so he said directly to Blink. 

“Ok, I will take care of that.” Blink nodded and answered seriously. 

Brush! 

Then, Iceman hugged Kitty and turned into ice crystals as they directly rushed towards the Golden Gate 

in front. After being held by Iceman, Shadowcat directly used her ability to melt into Iceman’s body, 

completely integrating the two as one. 

Si Si! 

As Iceman stormed into the Golden Gate Bridge, an ice line quickly spread from the Iceman’s position 

toward the Golden Gate Bridge’s central position on the surface of the Golden Gate Strait. From a high 

altitude, it looks like a white trace appearing in a painting, which is still spreading. 

Brush brush! 

Rumble ~ 

While Iceman rushed toward the Golden Gate Bridge from the surface of the Golden Gate Strait, Tony’s 

Iron Man Brigade in the air had already rushed ahead. Behind Iron Man Brigade and Iceman, SHIELD’s 

Quinjet was also flying fast. 



Although Lin Rui did not take the initiative to contact SHIELD to rescue his parents, this was obviously 

Hydra’s action and SHIELD would not sit idly by. In SHIELD’s Quinjet, which is rushing towards the 

battlefield, Captain Rogers and Daredevil stood together. Captain Rogers now knows about Hydra’s 

action against Mirage Knight but he still doesn’t know why Hydra is so focused on Mirage Knight. 

In the other direction of the Golden Gate Bridge, Spiderman, Deadpool, Jack, and Harry are all rushing 

towards the Golden Gate Bridge on their Hoverboard. Knowing that it was Lin Rui’s parents who were 

attacked, Peter and Harry were particularly worried, and their worries also led to Deadpool and Jack to 

go fast. With the exception of Sky’s Eye, the entire League of Defenders has been dispatched. 

In order to rescue his parents, Lin Rui took all the power he could with him. If Thor wasn’t just a mortal 

now, Lin Rui would have really wanted Thor to come over with his Hammer and electrocute those Hydra 

bastards who dared to move against his family. 

However, even without Thor, the people and strength Lin Lin had brought this time are enough to make 

any organization in the world tremble. No matter what the purpose of Red Skull’s action is, it was a 

wrong decision to target Mirage Knight’s parents. Lin Rui will let Hydra know how it feels to be 

completly crushed by absolute power! 
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Boom! 

What’s going on out there is now too much for Lin Rui to care, as he now faces five new and powerful 

Winter Soldier in a tight battle. However, at this point, Rick did not stick to his principles of not 

interfering with earth’s native forces as sorcerers and began to help Lin Rui after a brief healing session 

with David. 

With Rick’s help, Lin Rui was finally able to completely suppress the five Winter Soldiers. For a while, the 

Thunder Blade in his hand had been split several times on these Winter Soldiers. However, because of 

their special equipment, the Thunder Blade did not achieve the effect Lin Rui wanted. 

Brush! 

Another strong Blade light forced a Winter Soldier back and Lin Rui’s right rear side flashed with a 

golden light shield to help him block the sneak bullet. 

“Mirage Knight! There is a strong space fluctuation over there, and a space door has most likely opened 

there!” Just as Lin Rui gasped for a while, Rick’s worried voice came from behind him. 

Although Rick’s space magic is now inexplicably banned, he can still feel Hydra creating a Space Gate in 

the middle of the Golden Gate Bridge. 

Call! 

Hearing Rick’s reminder, Lin Rui instantly expanded the scope of his Insight Technique, and he soon 

“Saw” the fully opened space door not far away from his position. Then, in front of Lin Rui’s shocked 

eyes, a batch of Humanoid Robots and Beast Robots emerged from the space door. 



“A Stable Space Door and those Humonoig and Beast robots?! In the end, Hydra was still hiding such 

high-level technologies?” Lin Rui’s expressions changed when he saw those robots that seemed really 

strong. 

Lin Rui was surprised by the strength of Hydra again after being taken away by Hydra last time. This 

scene made Lin Rui realize that he doesn’t know much about Hydra. Also, looking at the stable Space 

Door, Lin Rui had a familiar feeling deep in his mind, but he couldn’t remember it in such a nervous 

situation for a while. 

“I don’t know when Tony will arrive here. If he didn’t come, I’m really going to be killed here by Hydra!” 

Lin Rui was very afraid of the forces sent out by Hydra this time. 

Since the appearance of the weird space blockade, Sky’s Eye and JARVIS haven’t been able to contact 

him. Lin Rui now does not know how long it will be until the support arrives but according to the time 

when the previous contact has been broken, his location should be reached to Tony. 

Brush Brush! 

Just when Lin Rui began to have a bad feeling, there was a burst of sound that he was very familiar with 

from the air not far away. It was Tony’s Iron Man Brigade! 

Zi Zi Zi! 

“Mirage Knight, are you okay?” When Tony’s Iron Man army finally appeared in Lin Rui’s line of sight, 

JARVIS’s voice was heard again from the otherwise invalid contactor. 

“JARVIS! I’m fine, you came just in time! Hydra had blocked the space around this area with a special 

method and opened a stable Space Door. There are already a lot of Humanoids and Beast Robots here. 

Be careful.” Hearing the familiar voice of JARVIS, Lin Rui answered in surprise. 

“You kid, take care of yourself first! Leave these low-level tins cans to me!” After Lin Rui finished 

speaking, Tony’s voice came again from the device in his ear. 

“Don’t be careless, five Iron Mans have been scrapped before, Hydra has arranged other means to deal 

with you here. By the way, Tony, did you come over here in person?” Lin Rui said in a serious tone when 

he heard Tony’s voice. Finally, he asked a very critical question. 

Because the intelligent system of Tony’s Iron Man suit is very Advanced and can be controlled remotely 

by JARVIS, Tony can arrange Iron Man to go out and complete the mission while sitting at home. If Tony 

is also remotely controlling the Iron Man Armors this time, Lin Rui has nothing to worry about. After all, 

Lin Rui already felt that the actions of Hydra this time is not simple. 

“You were so nervously asking for support. Of course, I was going to come and help you in person.” Tony 

replied after hearing Lin Rui’s words. Only those who know the true identity of Mirage Knight know that 

this request for help was because Lin Rui’s parents were attacked and the others only knew that Hydra 

was out. 

“You still can’t underestimate Hydra.” Worried that Tony would become overconfident, Lin Rui 

reminded him again. 



“Relax, my Iron Man Armors have been upgraded again during this time, and even if Hydra has any 

special means, I am confident to solve it.” Tony seemed to hear the worry in Lin Rui’s words and added. 

“If you say so, I will leave these Robots to you.” Lin Rui didn’t say much after hearing Tony’s confidence 

voice. Lin Rui is also very confident about the Iron Man Armor. Moreover, Lin Rui still knows that Tony 

has made some breakthroughs in magic now, maybe the Iron Man who appeared today will give him 

some surprises. 

Boom! 

After a quick conversation with Tony, Lin Rui once again fought against the five tireless Winter Soldiers. 

In fact, Lin Rui was in a distracting battle when he contacted Tony just now. 

On the other side, while talking to Lin Rui, Tony has rushed to the edge of the battlefield. At this time, 

JARVIS has also scanned the Space Gate on the Golden Gate Bridge, as well as the increasing number of 

the Robots. 

“It’s quite a lot! JARVIS, you just heard Mirage Knight, we will be responsible for dealing with these guys! 

Fire!” Quickly glancing at the Robots, Tony coldly issued the order. 

“Yes, sir.” 

Buzz! 

Bang! Bang! 

With JARVIS’s answer, all 15 Iron Man weapon systems were turned on. The next second, dozens of 

different attacks were aimed at the Robots on the bridge. 

Om ~ 

However, when the attacks rushed out not far away, they seemed to hit an invisible wall, and they were 

all set in the air. Even the most powerful lasers were fixed in the midst of the air and it seemed that 

something invisible was stoping the attacks in front of him. 

“Sir, Detected …” 

Boom! 

Just when JARVIS was about to report this situation to Tony, a strong force came from outside Tony’s 

steel suit almost pulling Tony’s steel suit to pieces. However, the sudden blow sent Tony flying far away, 

and had JARVIS not adjusted the jet system in time, he might have fallen into the golden gate strait 

below. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

The re-stabilized Tony saw that his three Iron Man was directly beaten into dozens of parts in front of 

him and the most central miniature Arc Reactor was also snatched away so that the three Iron Man suits 

won’t be able to recover again and they won’t have much energy to continue fighting. 

“Sir, some sort of telekinesis attack and a speeding object are detected.” Finally, the voice of JARVIS 

finished the sentence. 



In fact, Tony already knows what’s going on without JARVIS. Because, in front of a dozen Iron Men, a girl 

with red hair is floating in the air. Scarlet Witch. She’s the one who stopped Tony’s attack just now. 

As for the attack on Tony, that was obviously Quicksilver. After killing three Iron Men in a flash, 

Quicksilver returns to Scarlet Witch’s side. However, Scarlet Witch is flying in midair, and Quicksilver is 

standing on the very edge of the Golden Gate Bridge. 

“Are these the two Mutants who took Lin Rui last time? Sure enough, things seem to be getting more 

and more interesting!” Squinting at the brother and sister in front of him, Tony said to himself. 
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Looking at Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch in front of him, Tony frowned tightly. The Robots coming out of 

the Space Door have spread out and many of them have passed him and proceed towards Mirage 

Knight, but Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver obviously did not intend to let Iron Man pass them. 

“It seems that I need to take care of the two of you first, JARVIS, how long till the subsequent Iron Man 

arrive?” Tony, who made the decision, then asked J.A.R.V.I.S. 

“Five minutes left.” 

“Five minutes, I hope there will be no more accidents! JARVIS, let’s go!” With the support of the follow-

up big troops, Tony became more confident and rushed out. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

In an instant, dozens of lasers, mixed with some weapons unique to the Iron Man Armor attacked 

Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver in front of them. 

Rumble! 

In an instant, a distance of fewer than two hundred meters from Mirage Knight, dozens of Iron Man and 

Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver fought against each other. With J.A.R.V.I.S being prepared, Quicksilver’s 

speed didn’t pose much of a problem for them. But Scarlet Witch’s powers still caused a headache to 

Tony, at least they could not break through the defense of the two for a while. 

When Tony led his Iron Man team to fight with Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch, Iceman finally arrived on 

the battlefield with Shadowcat. 

After seeing the fight in mid-air, Iceman didn’t stop, but shot straight out of the water, waving his hand 

as an ice Bridge appeared to link the water to the Golden Gate Bridge. Iceman than crossed the 

battlefields of Iron Man and Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch, racing towards Mirage Knight’s position 

behind them. 

Neither Quicksilver nor Scarlet Witch stopped Iceman rushing up from the sea. On the one hand, they 

are already struggling to stop more than a dozen Iron men and don’t have much energy to worry about 

others. On the other hand, their original mission was only to stop Iron Man and Quicksilver and the 

Scarlet Witch didn’t care for others. Moreover, it would not be easy for Iceman to break through so 

many robots to support Mirage Knight. 



So Iceman was able to get behind the robots without a hitch. Instead of recovering from his Ice Crystal 

Form, Iceman waved his hands directly at the swarm of robots in front of him. 

Huh! 

As Iceman’s hands waved, a large amount of cold rushed out around Iceman, directly covering the 

dozens of robots in front of him. With Iceman’s move, dozens of robots were all frozen in place. 

Pū! 

While Iceman froze the robot in front of him, Shadowcat, who had melted into the ice, appeared from 

the ice. Then, Shadowcat rushed directly into the team of robots. With Shadowcat’s Mutant ability, all 

she could do was try to cause some trouble to these robots. 

Kakaka! 

After Shadowcat disappeared into the robot team, a red light suddenly appeared on the robot that was 

frozen by Iceman and could not move. Then, a dazzling red beam of light came out from the ice-blocked 

robots and directly penetrated the ice blocks that blocked them. 

Hula! 

Then, the ice that had been penetrated by the red beam was released by the rest of the robot a few 

times. Shaking off the remaining pieces of ice, the eyes of dozens of robots that had just been blocked 

by Iceman’s ice all glowed red and then they turned to face Iceman. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

At the next moment, dozens of Humanoid and Beast Robots rushed towards Iceman with flexible steps. 

While rushing towards him, the robot’s body was constantly changing, and some jagged and sharp 

shapes quickly appear on their foot position to help them move better on the ice. 

“What the hell are these Robots?!” Iceman’s eyes were full of surprise when he saw that the robot that 

had been frozen by him broke the ice and still threw themselves at him. 

The X-Men have been very resistant to things like combat robots. Because in order to deal with Mutants 

on earth, many governments on earth are studying special robots, some of which can suppress Mutants’ 

abilities, and some special instruments can also suppress Mutants ‘abilities. The biggest threat to 

Mutants is probably Stryker’s research, the Sentinel plan has not been completely stopped. 

However, although the robot in front of Iceman does not have a device for restraining Mutants, it is 

already very advanced. Moreover, these robots should not be used exclusively to deal with Mutants, 

because Hydra has many other enemies and not just Mutants. Because of this, the robots brought out 

by Hydra are even more powerful. At least Iceman cannot destroy them in a short time. 

Of course, if Iceman can release the skill he just released to deal with the Hydra team that had attacked 

Mary not long ago, then it wouldn’t matter even if these robots have a strong defense. However, that 

move was also costly for Iceman. If he releases that attack continuously in such a short time, it will hurt 

his body. Therefore, Iceman can only choose to use his ice to freeze and affect these fearless robots at 

this time, so that they can’t hurt others. 



… 

When both Tony and Iceman had reached the battlefield and were fighting Hydra, Mirage Knight 

continued to struggle against the Winter Soldiers. However, at this time, the Winter Soldiers were 

almost unable to persevere in front of Mirage Knight. 

After all, Mirage Knight’s individual strength far exceeds that of any Winter Soldier and he had Rick’s 

help. Even if these new Winter Soldiers have been upgraded and the equipment on their bodies can also 

defend part of Mirage Knight’s internal energy blade attacks, but they have almost lost their combat 

effectiveness under the continuous high-strength strike from Mirage Knight. 

Pū! 

Kicking a Winter Soldier hard, Mirage Knight once again nullifies an opponent. Now, there are only three 

Winter soldiers left to fight against Mirage Knight. As things stand, the remaining three will soon be 

solved by Mirage Knight. 

Of course, Mirage Knight didn’t kill them either. After all, these people are only controlled by Hydra. 

Another important reason is that Tom is in the same situation now, so Mirage Knight has some 

sympathy for these Winter soldiers. He will save them and maybe Mirage Knight will find a way to make 

them recover. If necessary, after finding Tom, Mirage Knight might try to experiment on these people to 

see how to turn Tom back to normal. 

Brush! 

“Rick, do you have a way to pull this area into the Mirror Dimension?!” Mirage Knight asked Rick behind 

him while attacking a Winter Soldier. 

The upgraded versions of the Winter Soldiers on this side are almost defeated but a swarm of Robots is 

already emerging from the Space Gate. Mirage Knight does not yet know what Hydra had planned to do 

this time, but this area will clearly be subjected to unimaginable destruction. Perhaps the battlefield will 

spread far and wide, and Mirage Knight does not want to affect the innocent people. 

“No, I can’t pull everyone here in the Mirror Dimension under the influence of this Space Block!” Rick 

actually wanted to pull this area into the Mirror Dimension, but because of the space influence that has 

been created in this area, He couldn’t release any kind of Space Magic alone. 

However, if several sorcerers join forces, they would still be able to pull everyone in the Mirror 

Dimension. However, David is injured and even if he wasn’t, two sorcerers cannot create a stable Mirror 

Dimension under such circumstances. 

After hearing Rick’s answer, the expressions on Mirage Knight’s face became even more ugly. Since it is 

impossible to bring this area in the Mirror Dimension, Mirage Knight can only solve Hydra as quickly as 

possible, otherwise, he cannot imagine how much damage Hydra will cause them. 

“Fuck Off!” Mirage Knight was determined to do as he had thought and attacked. 

Boom! 

In an instant, Mirage Knight’s momentum doubled, and the internal energy in his body condensed into 

substance. In the blink of an eye, Mirage Knight has rushed towards the remaining Winter Soldiers. 
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Pū Pū Pū! 

After Mirage Knight’s complete outburst, he quickly disposed of the remaining three Winter soldiers, all 

of whom were severely stunned on the ground. By this time, however, the Robots have gathered around 

him. Each Robot’s eyes glowed with red light, and with their cold metal torso, they looked like a 

terminator. Of course, Marvel World did not have a Terminator. 

Call! 

“Where did Hydra get so many Robots from? I thought the most powerful base was the New Jersey base 

with the Alpha team in it. Now the strength that Hydra had shown is incomparable with the previous 

one! Were they still hiding something before? Or something else is going on inside Hydra?” Lin Rui 

thought quickly as he scanned the Robots that were slowly coming towards him. 

Lin Rui’s understanding of Hydra is only based on the previous movie plots and recent SHIELD 

investigations, but now, Hydra’s power has repeatedly broken Lin Rui’s inherent impression of it. 

However, Lin Rui has overlooked a very important thing, that is, the Infinity Stone, the Marvel World has 

always been doing many unexplainable things with them. The first Infinity Stone to be exposed on Earth 

was the Space Infinity Stone, which was what Hydra was looking for more than sixty years ago. At that 

time, Hydra was able to become so strong because it got a lot of technology from the Space Infinity 

Stone beyond modern times. Of course, the Space Infinity Stone has another name on Earth as it is 

called ‘Magic Cube’. 

So, what if the Space Infinity Stone is not in SHIELD’s hands but is still in Hydra’s hands? From that 

position, the power shown by Hydra today can be explained, the Stable Space Door, and the Robots 

surrounding Lin Rui. It is possible that the Space Infinity Stone is in Hydra’s hands. 

This is also the familiar feeling in Lin Rui’s mind when he noticed the Space Door for the first time 

because he has some memories of Infinity Stone or Magic Cube, but he never even thought in that 

direction. However, if the Space Infinity Stone is really in Hydra’s hands, or in Red Skull’s hands, then 

Hydra’s last card and their strength are impossible to determine. After all, after all these years, it’s 

impossible to predict what Hydra had gotten from the Infinity Stone. 

However, now Lin Rui still has to solve the matter before him. After going through this crisis, Lin Rui 

should be able to remember what went wrong, and then chat with Fury to know where the Space 

Infinity Stone or the Magic Cube is. 

Buzz! 

Just as Lin Rui stood thinking about why Hydra choose to expose these technologies today, the Robots 

made a rapid charge. Then, each Humoined Robot and Beast Robot had already rushed in front of 

Mirage Knight. 

Howls whew! 

Boom! Rumble ~ 



However, before the Robots could get in front of Lin Rui, dozens of pillars of flames burst down from the 

sky, covering all the Robots that were rushing toward Lin Rui. 

Lin Rui was not surprised at the fire support that appeared from midair, because he had received the 

communication just now, not from Tony, but from Spiderman and Harry. Finally, after almost scrapping 

the Hoverboard, Spiderman, Dark Knight, Deadpool, and Jack finally arrived. 

When the four Vigilantes from the League of defenders enter the area affected by the Hydra, they 

contact Lin Rui and helped him when he was attacked by the Robots. It seems that the communication 

partition is affecting the internal and external contact but they can still contact each other in this area. 

Huh! 

After a violent fire attack, the two figures fell from above Lin Rui and finally fell lightly next to Lin Rui, 

they were Spiderman and Deadpool. Instead of fighting on a hoverboard, these two prefer to fight in 

close quarters so they can get the most out of it. As for Jack and Harry, they are better suited for 

hoverboard support. 

“Mirage Knight! We’re here! Are you okay?” After falling to the ground, Spiderman shouted nervously. 

As one of the few people who knows the true identity of Mirage Knight, Peter and Harry are more 

worried about Lin Rui’s situation. After all, Hydra moved against Lin Rui’s parents. And Harry, who was 

flying on his Hoverboard in mid-air had also reached Rick’s position and protected Lin Rui’s father Lin 

Hai. 

“I’m fine, and they’re fine.” Lin Rui nodded when he heard Peter’s words. As for ‘They’ mentioned by Lin 

Rui, Peter certainly knew who they were. 

“Well, that’s good!” Knowing that Lin Rui and Lin Rui’s parents were fine, Peter was relieved. 

If Lin Rui’s parents had an accident, Peter didn’t know what his friend would do. After all, nobody knows 

what is in Mirage Knight’s hands. Even Peter, Harry, and Tony, who knew Lin Rui best, had no idea of 

??the power of the mysterious object in Lin Rui’s hands. However, since Lin Rui can get to his current 

strength, it is enough for them to know that Lin Rui’s powers are not so simple. 

Just as Spiderman and Lin Rui were talking, Deadpool had already pulled out his guns and he faced the 

area covered by fire. 

“They don’t seem to be going down ~” Deadpool stared at the smoke for two seconds and said quietly. 

Because he was not used to expressing his concern for friends, Deadpool had already focused all his 

attention on the enemy in front of him. Although they just fired all the missile weapons on the 

Hoverboard, the Robots are obviously not simple and may not be defeated in this way. Sure enough, 

Deadpool sensed a flurry of activity in the midst of the smoke. 

Wipe ~ 

Then, in front of Lin Rui, Peter, and Wade, the almost intact Robots came out of the smoke. Apart from 

the fact that some of them were black and burned by the flames, there was little harm done to them. 

However, there may be some Robots that have been terminated and are not appearing. However, at 

least the Robots that did rush out are still intact. 



“Looks like this would be a tough fight! Mirage Knight, Why are they coming after you?” Although 

Deadpool knew that it was Hydra he was dealing with this time, the sudden appearance of the Robot 

was completely out of his expectation, hence the question. 

In fact, except for Peter, Harry, and Tony, the others only knew that Hydra had suddenly attacked some 

civilians and they did not know what those civilians had to do with Mirage Knight. Even if they might 

think of something in their hearts, they wouldn’t ask more when Lin Rui didn’t say much but they still 

thought that it was a sudden counterattack by Hydra. 

Moreover, this time Hydra’s move is indeed a bit weird. Both the attack on Lin Rui’s mother Mary and 

the appearance of the Space Fluctuated Area and Space Gate, show the unusual nature of Hydra’s 

operation. Therefore, the people involved in this matter will not pay too much attention to the ordinary 

people involved in this matter. 

“It’s not that I provoked them, but it was they who provoked me!” Mirage Knight answered coldly to 

Deadpool’s question. 

Brush! 

After answering Deadpool’s question, Mirage Knight had already rushed out towards the Robot team. 

Brush! 

Spiderman followed behind Mirage Knight. 

“Hey! Wait for me!” Seeing Mirage Knight and Spiderman rush out, Deadpool also rushed out while 

holding his guns. 

 


